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  Abstract 

Given the crucial role that a language syllabus can play in a particular language learning, this study 

focuses on the critical analysis of a particular English language syllabus, taught at an undergraduate level, 

in a prestigious university, named as Abdul Wali Khan University located in the city of Mardan, Khyber 

Pukhtunkhwa, Pakistan. Using purposive and convenience sampling technique, the said analysis has been 

carried out in light of the available literature on syllabi in general and its different types based on different 

perspectives of language and language learning. This study is significant in terms of analyzing in detail 

each component of the syllabus, from the presentation of its different components to relating all of these to 

different theories of language and the purposes it could serve. This provides a good food for thought to the 

relevant stake holders to tailor their syllabus, according to their specific context, by directing their 

attention to the strengths and shortcomings of different types of syllabi when designing a particular 

language syllabus. This is further complemented by recommendations and suggestions given at the end of 

this study for improving a particular English language syllabus. 

 

Keywords: Critical, Syllabus, English, Language, Strengths, Shortcomings. 

 
 

Introduction 
 

The world has turned into a global village. This has increased the pressure to communicate which, in turn, 

imparts great importance to those world languages and their learning/teaching which are seen as an 

international channel of communication (Wallace, 1991). Consequently, this increase in language learning 

has increased the demand for teaching languages, through such a syllabus which can effectively achieve the 

main goal of learning a particular language. English language is the foremost among such languages. The 

critical analysis of the syllabus helps learning the language in appropriate form. 

 

The current discussion on syllabus regarding language teaching centers around the English teaching as a 

second or foreign language in the English language courses, which are taught at AWKUM, Pakistan. The 

discussion begins with outlining the objectives set for teaching language in AWKUM at graduate level and 

moves towards presentation of the various components of syllabus, that is, the contents, course design, 

structure, and its organization followed by data analyses which leads to different findings which are then 

discussed. Scholarly views prevalent in the existing literature are then explored, to locate a place for our 
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teaching practices in view of the progress made in language teaching elsewhere. Study is qualitative in 

nature and technique of data analysis is interpretive. At the end, some suggestions are proposed generally 

based on critical analysis of the courses taught in the specific target university to enhance the efficacy of 

the taught English courses. 

 

Research Aims:  The primary aims of this research are; 

 

i)  To explore whether the target syllabus contains clear instructions on dealing with its contents in a 

classroom setting. 

ii) To explore how much importance has been placed by the syllabus on teaching its various 

elements/content? 

iii)  To examine what kinds of activities has been portrayed by the syllabus? 

iv)  To find out whether the syllabus back up its claims? Do the syllabus contents meet its objectives? 

v)    To find out whether the program outcomes in line with the syllabus objectives?  

 

Literature Review 
 

In Pakistan, in recent years, English language has been associated with the progress and prosperity (Khan, 

2011). In subsequent policies on education, Pakistan‟s government has resolved to improve English 

language teaching and learning in Pakistan. The purpose of such an improvement to participate in an 

increasingly globalized world is also emphasized in the present Pakistan‟s state educational policy 

(Ministry of Education, 2009). In a Pakistani context reading, speaking, and writing communication is 

considered as the most important skills in the career of the English language learners. Modern and effective 

methods like communicative language teaching (CLT) is deemed a useful approach and thus tried to be 

integrated into our pedagogy but the establishment and usage of communicative syllabus are faced with 

many undecided issues, such as, the absence of knowledge regarding components of the communicative 

competence, the complexities regarding provision of effective context (Stratton, 1977:131) etc. Also, 

misconceptions about CLT exists, whereby communication is just associated with a speaking ability. The 

confusions, such as, if a communicative approach supplements, instead of completely replacing the practice 

of traditional teaching in English classes as, e.g., teachers‟ qualifications, teaching conditions etc. which are 

responsible for making majority of ELT teachers as less confident in adopting CLT, are yet to be answered. 

There does not exist one commonly endorsed authoritative CLT model, originating from a communicative 

theory. Main aim of CLT is development of communicative competence of students. (Ji. L, 2005). 

 

Nunan (1989) has mentioned some essential features of CLT. CLT has its own set of problems when it 

comes to implementation. Despite its popularity, it fails to deliver the expected results due to an absence of 

understanding and experience required in this teaching process. Instead of switching to this new approach, a 

gradual evaluation of existing methods and evolution of indigenous resources to generate creativity would 

be a more feasible, cost-effective, and viable option in the Asian context (Li, 1998).  

 

Research Site  
 

AWKUM is a recently established twelve-year-old university with four campuses (i.e., Main, Garden, 

Pabbi and Temergarah) that offers, among other things, an English department with a two-year MA and a 

four-year BS, Hon's degree in English Literature and Language. Being a newly established university as 

well as convenient for the researcher to approach, the said university has been chosen for the current study. 

The  4 years BS program is divided into 8 semesters, with 2 semesters each year, and includes around 40 

modules in English literature and language. The 2 years MA program is divided into four semesters, with 

two semesters each year, which covers approximately twenty modules in English language and literature. 

The institution has several categories for various courses, however, for the purposes of this research, the 

syllabus of a BS English language course would suffice. Therefore, Year I, Semester I “Foundations of 
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English I” (Appendix A) from the English curriculum has been chosen for the critical analysis, as an 

example of one of the most prevalent syllabus types. 

 

Data Analysis  
 

The entire national curriculum of Pakistan, of which this syllabus is a part, for the English program has 

been designed in conformity with the broader goals laid out by the national curricula. In Pakistan Higher 

Education Commission is the respective accreditation body responsible for specifying the major 

requirements for educational programs for different educational institutions and they must satisfy those 

requirements. 

 

Presentation: This syllabus is one part of the whole curriculum. The specifications for the syllabus are 

expressed in credit hours of study. One lesson hour represents one semester credit hour, meaning there are 

three three-hour classes/lectures spaced out throughout the week. The semester lasts about fifteen weeks. 

The course title, objectives and books references are there in the syllabus outline (Appendix A).  

 

Focus and content: The syllabus is split into three components. One section lists grammatical items, the 

second one lists few vague functional items, and the third section contains some skills related contents. The 

apparent areas of focus of this syllabus are grammar, functions, and skills as defined by different categories 

and are clearly identifiable by the labels in the syllabus. In the syllabus under consideration, the preferred 

outcomes for the learners are numbered 1,2,3,4. The syllabus contains language learning goals and general 

educational outcomes.  

 

Structure and Organization: The syllabus has specified goals and contents which are very broad and vague. 

There is no detailed specifications/subdivisions of contents or overt information about the learning tasks 

and activities, teaching methodology, textbook(s), scheme of study, syllabus breakdown in lectures, 

students‟ level, and assessment procedure. As these issues are hidden and not systematically planned out so 

assumptions are drawn, in relation to the implementation of syllabus, on the basis of what is visible in the 

syllabus and a weekly work sheet filled up by one of the tutors who teaches this course is presented here for 

the development of some idea about teaching methodology and learning activities. The differentiation 

between content and tasks has been more difficult to maintain since the introduction of communicative 

language instruction (Nunan, 1988).  

 

Selection and grading: In this case, if the syllabus is seen as an isolated document, no visible criteria can be 

seen in selection and ordering of items with regard to its different components but as already mentioned, 

this syllabus is just one document of the whole curriculum and it develops further over the semesters. This 

syllabus has acted as a reference point for the syllabuses in the subsequent semesters which have expanded 

on it and sometimes even each of its section has been developed into an exclusive syllabus of its type as 

shown in Appendices B, C, D and E. 

 

The contents relating to different (grammatical, functional and skills oriented) sections appear as having 

been selected broadly, based on the learners needs in a classroom situation and educational setup. In 

addition to this, in case of grammatical section, items appear as having been also based on frequency of 

occurrence, usefulness, availability and range of items. In case of apparently functional section (labeled as 

“oral communication skills”), the focus appears to have been on developing communicative skills through 

selecting, as contents, those useful communicative functions which are usually perceived as more  needed 

and useful in an educational setting, e.g., using language for participation in discussion and expressing 

ideas on topics while the skill- oriented section appears more like ticking off units on a check list of 

national curricula. The contents are just thrown abruptly with some items having more space than the 

others. There is no set order for what should be learned first and what should be taught later, which items 

are related and should be grouped together. The syllabus designer just seems to have collected and listed 

bits of items to be covered without having any knowledge into the field. He/she seems to have been 
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influenced by the notion of syllabus (as an inventory of items) which subconsciously shows itself in its 

composing. Only in grammatical section, there seems to be a little pattern, that is, items which are similar 

within the language structure are placed together and are progressing from simplex to complex, but the rest 

of the syllabus lacks coherence in grading, for example, in reading skills section, scanning should have 

been placed before skimming etc. Often curriculum design frameworks seem to generate expertise and 

abilities that are disjointed rather than integrated in an organized manner (The National Research Council).  

 

The content section presents an overview of the vocabulary and listening skills that will be taught during 

the course. However, no guidance exists on how to teach listening skills and vocabulary, since there are no 

units in the content list related to these topics. It seems that the course designer overlooked these topics in 

favor of focusing all of the course's attention on its other topics in a disorganized fashion. There is no 

specific guidance on how to work with vocabulary and how students can develop vocabulary and listening 

skills, which are two of the most overlooked areas.  

 

According to Graves (1996), before beginning to develop a course, curriculum authors must first develop 

multiple structures to aid in the process. In other words, it is unlikely that the course planner who produced 

this specific syllabus did so. 

 

Methods and activities: The syllabus contain no detail about instructional practices or learning exercises, 

which could allow the teacher to use his or her discretion in selecting strategies, creating, and locating 

teaching resources, and planning course work activities that can be determined collectively by the teacher 

and the students. This syllabus just serves as a basis for creating materials and is just an instrument for 

guiding the teachers to plan/devise his/her work and devise suitable tasks and exercises. This syllabus 

allows for the interpretative teaching styles. Instructors always require adapting lessons so as to match their 

context and orientation (Freeman & Freeman, 1998). It is “a guide to selection of items and activities” 

(Savignon, 1993:303) that can be used in the classroom to address the needs of students, i.e., to develop the 

learning process. The weekly work sheet in Appendix F provides a glimpse about the teaching 

methodology which is predominantly CLT and learning activities which mostly center around discussions 

and group tasks.   

 

Components of the Syllabus 
 

Structural content: The 1st section of the syllabus (using grammar in contexts) introduces a structural aspect 

to it, which includes a list of grammatical constructs such as active and passive voice, tenses, and so on. A 

structural syllabus is one wherein the substance of language instruction is a list of the taught language‟s 

types and structures, typically grammatical (Krahnke, 1987:15). Structural syllabus breaks down language 

into small parts commonly named as „sentence patterns‟ (Johnson, 2009) where emphasis is put on rules 

which is a case here. 

 

Theory of language: Structural syllabus is underpinned by the behaviorist‟s notion of describing language 

as a complex behavior which is broken down into smaller parts, presented and taught stepwise to the 

learners until entire behavior is covered (Johnson, 2009). The learners incrementally build up these small 

parts through a synthesis process to produce a whole (Johnson, 2009). It is founded on a language theory 

that believes the most fundamental or valuable features of language structure are grammatical or structural, 

and that language learning involves mastering the building blocks or basic components of the language as 

well as learning of the rules via which such components are grouped, “from word to phrase to sentence” 

(Richards & Rodgers 1986: 49). The learner's goal here is to acquire command of the grammatical items 

listed. When functional ability, or the ability to use or speak in a new language, is a target of teaching, the 

structural syllabus may be said to support a learning philosophy that states that functional ability derives 

from structural ability or knowledge (Krahanke,1987:21). 

 

Functional Content: Functional syllabus describes communicative use of language to do something and 

focuses on sociolinguistic appropriacy as well as grammatical accuracy so this syllabus can be considered 
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slightly functional because it contains, though a little vague, categories of communicative functions, for 

instance, such as „requesting‟, „inviting‟ etc. Harmer (2005: 298). Thus, this syllabus, having section 

labeled as “oral communication skills”, in my view, is establishing communicative functions in the form of 

“discussion, expressing opinions”, in a classroom setting though not elaborately. 

 

Underlying theory: The main underpinning and fundamental language theory is communicative language 

teaching. It draws on the theories which stress the functional and social dimensions of competence (e.g., 

Hymes‟ communicative competence model and functional grammar of Halliday). Teaching method is not 

fixed but is usually based on communicative approach. This type of syllabus focuses upon the purposes for 

which a language is used and contains list of functions as well as the linguistic exponents used to carry out 

certain functions of communication (Mahdi et al., 2013). The course goal (1) clearly explains it, and if used 

as a reference, instructors will concentrate on tasks and learning opportunities which will emphasize 

learning of a language as communication.  

 

Skill-based content:  In the current syllabus, the end result is the acquisition of various language skills. 

Thus, the syllabus is skills-based as there is emphasis on teaching the particular language skills enabling 

learners to be proficient in each skill that can be beneficial or required when using language. However, the 

skills-oriented material is lacking in elaboration, for example, listening is listed in the syllabus, but no 

listening-related content is mentioned. 

 

Reading, writing, listening, and speaking are the four macro skills that would be used to facilitate 

communication. Skill-based syllabus as described by Mohsenifar (2008) is one in which the language 

teaching material includes a set of specific skills that may be useful when using language. People must be 

able to learn those skills in order to be proficient in a language. Skills that people must be able to acquire to 

be competent in a language. Skill-based syllabi usually group linguistic competencies together into generic 

forms of actions/behavior, for instance, listening to spoken language to grasp the main concepts, speaking 

efficiently, composing well-formed paragraphs, reading text to get the main ideas, or supporting 

information, and so on.   

 

The word "skill" in language instruction is traditionally identified with all or one of the four language 

modes: listening, speaking, writing, or reading (Chastain, 1976). The main goal of skills-oriented pedagogy 

is to master a particular language skill. The material of the aforementioned syllabus also represents the 

development of writing skills, for instance, writing particular topic sentences, taking and making notes, 

creating ideas by employing various techniques; reading skills , e.g., skimming and scanning, recognizing 

and interpreting cohesive devices, identifying ideas;  speaking skills, e.g., expressing ideas and taking part 

in discussions though few skills, such as reading, speaking, and writing contents seem to have a dominant 

place while listening contents are not present, overtly.   

 

Underlying theory: Skill based teaching is not associated with any specific learning theory. The general 

theory is that the learning of complex habits like language may be encouraged by splitting them down into 

tiny chunks (skills), teaching those chunks, and desiring students to be capable of bringing them together as 

they use these in a real situation. (Cunnigsworth, 1995).  

 

According to Richards (2001: 160) "approaching a language through skills is based on the belief that 

learning a complex activity, such as, listening to a lecture, involves mastery of a number of individual skills 

or micro-skills that together make up the activity”. Brown (1995: 7) points out that the skills-selection is 

dependent on how the author perceives their usefulness. 

 

Multidimensional syllabus: In many contemporary syllabi, a variety of content will be present. The content 

of instruction in language teaching syllabuses ranges from strictly linguistic syllabi, in which case, the 

instructional content is grammatical constructs and lexical forms, to purely semantic syllabi, where the 

instructional content is some kind of skill and the type of the language is only incidentally addressed 

(Krahnke, 1987: 11). Thus, the syllabi range from those dependent upon form at one end to those dependent 
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upon meaning at the other (Krahnke, 1987: 18). Different types of language teaching syllabi tend to exist 

"purely, “but in practice, these types rarely exist independently of one another”. So, in practice, the 

different forms of syllabuses are often mixed and nearly all real syllabi of language teaching are a blend of 

two or more of such types (Krahnke, 1987: 15).  

 

Discussion  
 

There are a variety of ways in which different syllabus criteria can be combined to build what is called 

„multidimensional syllabus‟ which is a compilation of lists based on a variety of criteria (Johnson, 2009). 

Multi-dimensional syllabuses, according to Wilkins (1976), are those in which units are defined based on a 

variety of strands, such as, structures, functions, skills etc. (Alshumaimeri, 2009). Since this syllabus is a 

blend of functional, structural, and skill-based forms, it can be classified as multidimensional (though not in 

the very strict sense) by its very nature. 

 

This syllabus focuses on grammatical knowledge in relation to functional categories, with   structural 

instruction occurring first, using a conventional/standard structural syllabus and communicative 

competence occurring second, with grammar being recycled in relation to functional categories. Yalden 

(1983) proposes a proportional syllabus in which structural orientation is gradually replaced by 

communicative orientation (Johnson, 2009). This syllabus belongs to the “grammatical-communicative” 

category of Yalden (1983) four syllabus types. So, the syllabus focuses on certain functions which a student 

performs with language, on language skills necessary and required when using language in various 

situations, combining a limited portion of grammar and just as much as it encourages use of language and 

as a component of communicative competence because not only grammar constructs are discussed but their 

usage in context is also taken into account.  

 

Product oriented; Nunan (1988) defined product-oriented syllabi as the ones wherein the emphasis is upon 

the knowledge and skills that learners can achieve as a result of instruction (the product or the end). So, the 

syllabus is product oriented as it tends to focus on the stuff which learners need to know or can do because 

of teaching, with content specified in terms of the instructional outcomes.  

 

Unintegrated; Combination refers to the use of more than one kind of syllabus with less effort made to link 

the different content forms (Krahnke, 1987: 87). As total language proficiency grows, Yalden (1983) 

suggests a comparatively unintegrated strategy wherein structural content is delivered “in increasingly 

smaller proportions” compared to instruction dependent upon “increasingly larger” units of discourse. It is 

believed that the structural content offers formal resources for the learner to acquire more complex 

language functions and skills, as well as to perform more complex communicative activities. 

 

Strengths of the Given Syllabus 
 

The following are the strengths of such type of syllabus: 

 

- The aims, content, and objectives are the basic components of a syllabus. This syllabus mentions 

the aims and needs of the students and offers a direction and outline for the formulation of 

different activities in a classroom.  

- Here the contents are organized in broad categories, allowing for flexible and a variety of teaching 

methods and learning activities. Also, it is more adaptive of circumstances because of no fixed 

teaching methodology. 

- Designing structural contents involve certain criteria for grading items which makes it very 

systematic.  

- The syllabus demonstrates that language has multiple facets and corresponds partially to a variety 

of organization patterns. There is also a pedagogical benefit of offering flexibility by shifting the 

focus at regular intervals. (Johnson, 2009) 
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- The syllabus includes structural content that is relatively simple to describe and on which  a 

general agreement is expressed regarding what they mean. Furthermore, grammatical concepts are 

more well-defined as compared to the functional ones, for instance, present tense is a more defined 

term  than an invitation. Structural knowledge is the most finite and measurable aspect of 

communicative competence to determine how much students have/ have not learned. It is also 

easier to make absolute decisions about the correctness/incorrectness of structural aspects of 

learners' language than about any other aspect (Krahnke, 1987:28). 

 

In a study according to Higgs and Clifford (1982), learners who attained high proficiency in a second 

language were the ones taking initial instruction in the language‟s structure. Students who fossilized or 

were unable to advance beyond a certain stage were those who acquired the language without receiving 

much formal instruction. 

 

Krashen also favors the teaching of grammatical knowledge. According to Krashen's "Monitor Theory" 

(Krashen, 1982, 1985), structural knowledge plays a small but a crucial role in language use by checking or 

monitoring the accuracy of output and self-correcting according to established rules if  time and language 

user attention permit it. 

 

The popular belief about learning a language associated with learning its structure satisfies learners that 

they are learning a language. 

 

Functional content; “is useful to make the learners learn how to use language. 

 

 Learners may be motivated by the opportunity to use language to express their own purposes, 

ideas, and emotions. 

 It caters more readily to the teaching of the pragmatic aspects of language, such as the linguistic 

devices needed in language use. 

 It also emphasizes the fact that the students and their communicative purposes are at the very core 

of the teaching program” (Mahdi et al,2013) 

 It develops communicative system. It triggers grammatical knowledge in relation to categories of 

use (Johnson, 2009). 

 

Skill-based content: Such syllabus is beneficial when students require to gain mastery over particular forms 

of language uses, whether solely or as a part of larger competency. For instance, learners who wants to seek 

higher education in a second language would certainly require a greater command of/in the language. It is 

to some extent possible to predict that the students would require particular speaking, reading, writing, and 

listening skills. Thus, efficiency and instructional relevance are the essential strengths of the skill-related 

contents. Relevance to the needs of students usually promotes greater following of instruction by the 

learners which is specifically geared toward their objectives. (Krahnke, 1987: 56, 57)  

 

Shortcomings of the Given Syllabus 
 

As with any other thing in this world, such type of syllabus also has some shortcomings as outlined below: 

 

The syllabus is defined here purely in terms of the content selection, with no effort to grade the content. 

There are only lists of grammatical components that are not graded according to complexity and utility. 

Furthermore, there is no specification and grading of learning tasks and practices, so there is no 

understanding of the language usage process. That is to say, it describes the content of a language 

curriculum but not how to teach it (methodology). The contents seem to have been chosen without regard 

for the students‟ level of proficiency, their communicative needs for the structure, and the order in which 

the structure appears in a natural acquisition sequence. There are no rules for how to order the contents in 
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relation to one another. The grading and grouping appear to follow a sequence of complexity and extent of 

use, and that not all formally associated content is introduced at the same time. 

 

The syllabus cannot be used by English learners to determine their current level or what they require to 

study in order to improve English Grammar and progress to the next level. The syllabus is more like a 

checklist of English grammar and skills. The syllabus should assist teachers in creating lesson plans and 

determining the level of groups that will benefit. 

 

Content integration is a big concern for such a syllabus (Alshumaimeri, 2009). All strands cannot be 

sequenced at the same time. Sequencing in one strand leads to disorganization in other strands. Frequent 

shift of focus may confuse the learners. It is difficult to teach an organized syllabus of both grammar and 

lexis simultaneously. The diversity may have an effect on the actual coordination (Johnson, 2009). 

 

The contents justify the title but not all its objectives. Almost equal space is given to different sections, but 

the sub contents are not evenly spread over the space and time. Some are more highlighted, and some are 

totally neglected e.g., the syllabus does not contain any detail on how to work with vocabulary and listening 

skills, thus missing link with the content and objectives. 

 

As no clear specifications are there and the teacher may also change every semester, so it has issues of 

accountability and organizational control. Structural content: A purely structural material prevents learners 

from producing structures not taught to them. Students' use of the new language must either be severely 

restricted or regulated before the necessary structures are taught to and learned by the students (Krahnke, 

1987:31). 

 

A main disadvantage of the grammar-based teaching material is misleading learners to believe that they are 

learning a language while, in reality, they are learning structure and therefore information or knowledge 

about a language (Krahnke, 1987). 

 

There are also some other issues with the structural content, such as; that the external syllabus may not 

match with the learner‟s internal syllabus (natural order of acquiring structures); that it does not account for 

the difference in two different contexts, that is, a language taught in a naturalistic target language setting 

(where L2 is spoken in environment) and the other where target language is foreign. (Johnson, 2009). 

 

Structural content lacks psycholinguistic reality, that is, linguistic difficulty is not equivalent to learning 

difficulty, neglects discourse, sociolinguistic and pragmatic appropriacy and does not help develop full 

communicative competence . 

 

Functions are “quite abstract and some learners may have difficulties thinking of communicative functions 

outside a specific context. 

 

• Different kinds of structures are often used to express the same communicative function, so that it is 

difficult to follow a progression from simpler to more complex structures”. 

• The functional content is arranged by functions and there are no clear-cut parameters for grading 

functions and it mainly relies upon the syllabus designer‟s intuition (Mahdi et al, 2013). 

 

The variety of linguistic forms found in any given situational unit makes it difficult to generalise 

grammatical knowledge. Due to the large number of functions that a language can describe, there exists a 

problem of selection because the functions selected may not generate real capacity for communication 

(Johnson, 2009). 

 

Teaching particular skills, it may be argued, to address general language proficiency, since any useful 

second language exercise would almost certainly increase overall proficiency in language. However, the 

more narrowly specified the instruction is, the less likely it is to increase overall proficiency. Rather, 
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teaching in particular language skills would continue to be viewed as an efficient means of acquiring 

specific language abilities (Krahnke, 1987:57). 

 

Conclusion 
 

This case study‟s syllabus is multidimensional and can be divided into functional, grammatical, and skill-

based contents. This course focuses mainly on the incorporation of communication skills and does not 

consider the instruction of a few grammatical concepts to be a barrier to achieving the communicative 

objectives. Grammar instruction is never refused by CLT. According to some teachers and linguists, 

grammar is must for communication.   

 

The data is analyzed, and the findings showed that the syllabus designer seems to have mixed up what he 

wants to achieve in syllabus and what he actually achieves thus ended up in just combining different 

contents. The grammar principles can be used in communicative contexts as suggested by Nunan (1989). 

 

The syllabus seems to be based on behavioral approach aiming at teaching whole language but in bits in 

language and also within its different aspects. The objectives create an overall impression of being 

communicative, but the contents are not completely in line with the objectives showing designer‟s own 

interpretation of communicative competence. The syllabus, though not effectively planned out, still has 

inbuilt strengths mentioned above and also having some weaknesses as well which can be removed by 

focusing more on its strengths and aligning the content with its objectives via sound interpretation of the 

stated objectives following careful contemplation and reflection upon these objectives. 

 

Recommendations 
 

 The contents of this course need a revision and more specifications is required 

 The contents should be carefully planned out using different criteria and taking into account its 

proper selection and grading. 

 The contents should be based on activities that are graded according to the students‟ level. 

 An emphasis on direct grammar instruction should be abandoned to reduce the detrimental influence 

of grammar or monitor in real communication. 

 Grammatical knowledge, which is the basis of language comprehension and usage should be 

acquired implicitly/passively by the course participants, instead oof being taught directly/actively by 

the teachers.  

 Avoidance of all languages other than English inside and outside the class to assist students in 

developing communicative techniques and learning English language as a medium of 

communication that is related to their entire university experience. 

 Creating an atmosphere in which students feel safe, motivated, and empowered to communicate in 

English. 

 Avoiding Grammar Translation Method (GTM) for/in all content teaching. 

 Establishment of a university language policy that encourages the use of only English. 

 Teacher education and skill building in the use of CLT in the classroom. 
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Appendix A 
BS English Year I, Semester I 
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Appendix B 
BS English Year II, Semester II
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Appendix C 
BS English Year II, Semester III 
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Appendix D 
BS English Year II, Semester IV 
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Appendix E 
BS English Year III, Semester V 
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Appendix F 
Weekly Work Sheet (course plan)            

 

Subject Name: Foundation of English I                                 Course Code: Eng 301 

Semester: I 

Department Name: English 

Weeks Description  of Topic 
Teaching 

methodology 
Learning activities 

1
st
 Week 

• Use of grammar in Context 

Tenses: meaning and use 

CLT/GTM Teaching/Group 

Discussion/Presentations 

2
nd

 Week 
• Use of grammar in Context 

Use of active and passive voice 

CLT Teaching/Group 

Discussion/Presentations 

3
rd

 Week 
• Use of grammar in Context 

Different sentence patterns 

CLT/GTM Teaching/Group 

Discussion/Presentations 

4
th

 Week 
• Use of grammar in Context 

Combining sentences 

CLT/GTM Teaching/Group 

Discussion/Presentations 

5
th

 Week 
• “Use of grammar in Context” 

“Use of active and passive voice” 

CLT Teaching/Group 

Discussion/Presentations 

6
th

 Week 

• “Oral Communication Skills (Listening and 

Speaking)” 

“Express ideas/opinions on topics related to 

learners‟ lives and experiences” 

CLT/Audio-

lingual/Audiovi

sual 

Teaching/Group 

Discussion/Presentations 

7
th

 Week 

• Oral Communication Skills (Listening and 

Speaking) 

Participate in classroom discussions on 

contemporary issues 

CLT/Audioling

ual/Audiovisual 

Teaching/Group 

Discussion/Presentations 

8
th

 Week 
• Reading and Writing Skills 

Skimming and Scanning 

CLT Teaching/Group 

Discussion/Presentations 

10
th

 

Week 

• Reading and Writing Skills 

Identification of main ideas/topic sentences 

CLT Teaching/Group 

Discussion/Presentations 

11
th

 

Week 

• Reading and Writing Skills 

Inference and prediction 

CLT Teaching/Group 

Discussion/Presentations 

12
th

 

Week 

• Reading and Writing Skills 

Recognizing and interpreting cohesive devises 

CLT Teaching/Group 

Discussion/Presentations 

13
th

 

Week 

• Reading and Writing Skills 

Note taking and note making 

CLT Teaching/Group 

Discussion/Presentations 

14
th

 

Week 

• Reading and Writing Skills 

Generating ideas using a variety of strategies 

e.g. brainstorming 

CLT Teaching/Group 

Discussion/Presentations 

15
th

 

Week 

• Reading and Writing Skills 

Developing paragraph outline (topic sentence 

and supporting details etc) 

CLT Teaching/Group 

Discussion/Presentations 

16
th

 

Week 

• Reading and Writing Skills 

Vocabulary building skills 

CLT Teaching/Group 

Discussion/Presentations 

17
th

 

Week 

• Reading and Writing Skills 

Using dictionary 

CLT/GTM Teaching/Group 

Discussion/Presentations 
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Text Books:  

 

1. Howe, D.H, Kirkpatrick, T.A., & Kirkpatrick, D.L. (2004). Oxford English for undergraduates. 

Karachi: Oxford University Press. 

2. Eastwood, J. (2004). English Practice Grammar (New edition with tests and answers). Karachi: 

Oxford University Press. 

3. Murphy, R. (2003). Grammar in use. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 

Suggested Reading: _Any relevant material on internet and available titles in the central library. 

 

Evaluation System: 

 

 Quizzes/Presentations/Viva Voce/Assignment   20% 

 Mid Term Test       20% 

 Final Examination(at the end of the semester)   60% 

 

 


